Procurement and Contracting Services

Request for Proposals for Audio Visual equipment for Student Success District UA Project #17-9381

Addendum #3

Please mark all proposal submission Envelopes with the following information

Sealed RFP #S131905
Due on 10/23/18 extended to 10/30/18 extended to 11/06/18 no later than 2:00 PM, MST

Due to a delay in Extron’s pricing to the proposing vendors we have extended the opening date to 11/06/18 at 2:00PM MST. This is the final addendum and no additional questions will be answered.

The questions below were asked after extension of addendum #2. Please see the answers below.
Question #1: *Which technological basis of design diagram(s) are to be used for Meeting Rooms labeled M2, M5, M12, etc. All Classrooms, All Conference Rooms, All Tutorial Rooms & All areas labeled Lounge or Lobby in the Bear Down Gym?*

**Answer:** Reference Technology Basis of Design” narrative for equipment required per space:
Teleconferencing spaces (rooms that provide teleconferencing capabilities) – All Conference Rooms, Classrooms, and Tutoring Rooms (tutoring rooms are similar to standard classrooms)
Meeting spaces = All Meeting Rooms (M2 is a two person meeting room, M5 is a five person meeting room, and M12 is a twelve person meeting room), and group study rooms.
Informal gathering spaces = Lounges and Lobbies

Question #2: *How many portable devices are required in the Bear Down gym and what are their make/model? Per RFI response 40.*

**Answer:** AV Vendor does not have to provide any infrastructure or devices for Gym /Multipurpose space.

Question 3: *Will the AV integrator provide any category cabling or is all category cabling provided by the selected structured cabling contractor?*

**Answer:** Structured cabling contractor will provide all installed category 6 cable. AV contractor will be responsible for patch cables and user cables identified in the AV one line diagrams.